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the ronettes recorded more than a dozen songs for the ultimate collection,
and phil spector produced, playing a prominent role on everything but the
closing track. "he gave me my first recording deal," says veronica. "he was
great." on the ultimate collection, they recorded the following: for reasons
unknown, at least to spector biographer and author david dalton, the group
would not record again. when they weren't in the studio, they had a weekly
radio show on kya. we didn't record after that for over a year, says nedra. i
was really upset. i just wanted to record. spector wouldn't take them back,
and as of 1994, spector wasn't talking to any of the original members. like the
original ronettes, the trio of sisters were just starting out. in the spring of
1962, they appeared at the a&m recording studios in burbank to record a
single for colpix. we were in the studio three days. my cousin nino was at his
house because he was working on a recording in the house, says nedra. we
didn't make a record. we were just having a good time and singing together.
the ronettes, along with the rest of the new york dolls, played the bitter end
club on november 11, 1969. spector, with nedra and the singer kiki dee, also
participated. just before the finale, the ronettes appeared on the merv griffin
show. spector was upset that griffin went ahead and played their song, i think
the sun will shine again, in an episode titled, "monkey business." we couldn't
believe it, says nedra. we felt it was like: "i wanted to record it, i'm going to
record it and i'm going to get our money back. and it just didn't happen. in
1969, colpix released a compilation lp of two ronettes singles, go away little
girl, and i want a love, as well as the spector-produced hit, be my baby.
nitzsche's arrangement of that title was used as a b-side. in august 1969, the
ronettes went into the studio to record a new single.
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